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ABSTRACT: In the recent paper arXiv:1010.5009,Maldacena et al. derive the two loop
expressions for polygonal Wilson loops expectation values, or MHV amplitudes, by writ-
ing them as sums over exchanges of intermediate free particles. The spectrum of exci-
tations of the flux tube between two null Wilson lines can be viewed as the spectrum
of excitations around the infinite spin limit of finite twist operators in the sl(2) sector
of N = 4 SYM , or the Gubser-Klebanov-Polyakov (GKP) string. This regime can be
captured exploiting integrability and assuming that wrapping corrections are negligible
compared to asymptotic Bethe Ansatz contributions. This assumption holds true for the
N = 4 SYM background GKP string, but deserves further analysis for excited states.
Here, we investigate GKP cousins by considering various classes of (generalized) twist
operators in -deformed N = 4 SYM and ABJM theory. Assuming that the Y-system
of Gromov-Kazakov-Vieira correctly reproduces the wrapping corrections, we show that
it easily leads to accurate large spin expansions at lowest order in weak-coupling per-
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1. Introduction and motivations
In the recent paper [3], Maldacena et al. derive the two loop expressions for polygonal
Wilson loops expectation values, or MHV amplitudes, by starting from the one loop result
and applying an operator product expansion. The various terms in the OPE are associated
with the exchange of free particles. The inclusion of the one loop energy/anomalous di-
mension of each intermediate particle breaks the cyclic symmetry of the amplitude. In [3],
it is shown that the simplest cyclic completion agrees with explicit results computed by
more direct methods [5]. The spectrum of excitations of the flux tube stretching between
two null Wilson lines can also be viewed as the spectrum of excitations around the infinite
spin limit of finite twist operators in the sl(2) sector ofN = 4 SYM , or the GKP [6] string.
Integrability and AdS/CFT correspondence effectively help in computing such spec-






Z) + : : : : (1.1)
Here, D
+
is a light-cone direction and Z is one of the complex scalars of N = 4 SYM .
According to the approach of [3], the two scalars can be regarded as two fast particles
sourcing the flux tube represented by the light-cone derivatives. Finally, the spin N is to
be taken to infinity. Excitations over the GKP string are more involved and are associated










Z) + : : : : (1.2)
where the field  moves in the background of derivatives. Again, the computation of
the anomalous dimensions of the excited states O
GKP
is viable thanks to integrability as
discussed in details in [4]. The treatment is based on the continuum, large spin limit of
the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz equations [7] of N = 4 SYM .
However, it is well known that these equations do not capture correctly the inter-
actions that wrap around the spin chain [8]. In general, the size of these corrections is
correlated to the spin-chain length and becomes more important for short length. It re-
mains to be seen whether and to what extent wrapping corrections are subleading in the
large spin limit. The common lore is that wrapping issues are circumvented in the large
spin limit. For instance, this claim is well supported in the case of the GKP background
from explicit computations of wrapping corrections of twist-2 2 anomalous dimensions





). A more careful analysis as well as extensions would entail the use of the
Y-system of [12], under the assumption that it correctly computes wrapping effects 3.
Actually, extensions can go in two directions. Of course, the most ambitious goal is
precisely that of working out the large spin wrapping for operators like O
GKP
. In this
1As usual, dots in Eq. (1.1) stand for a suitable combination of fields and derivatives inside the trace
building an exact eigenstate of the dilatation operator.
2With similar results holding for twist-3 operators.
3This is a reasonable assumption, but it must be stressed that comparisons with explicit results in -
deformed theories and ABJM should be welcome.
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paper, we start from a simpler problem in order to develop useful methods and tools. We
consider twoN = 4 SYM cousins, i.e. integrable  deformations [26, 27] and ABJM theory
[37], and analyze wrapping for GKP-like states. These are associated by duality to gener-
alized GKP operators or, more briefly, twist operators. They have the characteristic feature
of being built by adding to a certain number of elementary fields a sea of N covariant
derivatives. For such twist operators, we shall show how to extract from the Y -system,
the large N expansion of the leading weak-coupling wrapping correction (see footnote
3). We shall focus on operators built in sl(2)-like sectors. In all cases, we shall be able
to provide accurate asymptotic expansions of the wrapping correction proving that it is
indeed subleading compared to the leading logarithmic scaling of anomalous dimensions
[10]. The obtained expansions nicely complement analogous large spin results derived for
the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz contributions in [1] 4. One immediate application of these
results is the analysis of generalized Gribov-Lipatov reciprocity (see [25] for a review).
For instance, we shall provide support for reciprocity to hold in the case of  deformed
N = 4 SYM .
2. A brief review of Y-system for undeformedN = 4 SYM
Superstring theory of type IIB on AdS
5
 S
5, described by the Metsaev-Tseytlin action in
light-cone gauge, is a two dimensional classically integrable field theory. According to the
AdS/CFT correspondence, it is dual to four dimensional planar N = 4 SYM. The spec-
trum of anomalous dimensions of the gauge theory is believed to match the superstring
energy spectrum.
The exact spectrum of relativistic 2D integrable theories has been suggested [11] to















It was conjectured in [12] that for the superstring theory onAdS
5
S
5 the system of Hirota
equations should be the same, with the functions T
a;s
(u) being non-zero only inside the
infinite T-shaped domain of the a; s integer lattice, shown in Fig.1.




































4Notice that the large spin limit can be taken at the level of the ABA equations. In that context, the density
of Bethe roots is obtained by a continuum limit turning the Bethe equations into integral equations [2]. This
method is more general than the approach of [1], but is currently unable to provide long expansions at large
spin and is limited to the leading and subleading terms.
5The equations for fa; sg = f2; 2g and fa; sg = f 2; 2g cannot be written in such local form.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the Y-system and T-system [12]. Circles correspond to Y-
functions. Intersections of grid lines in the T-hook correspond to T-functions.
Here and throughout this paper we use the notation
f

 f(u i=2); f
[+a℄
 f(u+ ia=2): (2.4)
The T- and Y-systems should additionally be supplementedwith a particular set of analyt-
ical properties imposed on T- and Y-functions. What these properties are in the AdS/CFT
case is still not completely clear (for some recent progress see for instance [14]). Also, re-
cently the general solution of this Y-systemwas obtained [13], though it is not clear at the
moment what form it must take for any partcular operator/string state.
The energy and momentum of magnon excitations in the theory are described in








where the relation between the coupling g and the ’t Hooft coupling  is  = 162g2. The








































u stands for the principal branch of the square root. The energy and momentum




















































where the rapidities u
4;j






) =  1 : (2.9)
Here, Y 
a;0
denotes the function Y
a;0
evaluated at mirror kinematics (and this applies for
any function marked by asterix). On the other hand, Y
ph
1;0
(u), similarly to xph, is the result
of analytical continuation of Y 
1;0
(u) through the cut (i=2 + 2g; i=2 +1).
For asymptotically large size L it is possible to solve the Y -system explicitly since the
massive nodes Y
a;0





The solution found in this way can also be used to compute leading wrapping corrections







































In the large size limit the TL
a;1
functions, which correspond to the left wing, can be found




















































































where D = e iu is the shift operator. For the right wing, we have a similar expression for
the TR
a;1
functions with subscripts of functions Q
i
changed according to 1; 2; 3 ! 7; 6; 5.
In this paper, we shall consider states from the sl(2) sector. In this case, there are
excitations on the middle node only, which means that K
i
= 0 for i 6= 4. Hence Q
1;2;3
 1







































































































and (u; v) is the dressing factor.
In mirror dynamics Y
a;0
defined by (2.14) is suppressed for finite L at weak coupling.














where values of the roots u
4;j
which enter the expression for Y
a;0
should be obtained from
the standard ABA equations [7] for the asymptotic spectrum of N = 4 SYM.
2.1 sl(2) twist operators
An interesting class of composite operators inN = 4 SYM is that of twist L operators with
spin N . These are schematically of the form
Tr(Dn1Z    DnLZ); n
1
+   n
L
= N; (2.17)
where D is a light-cone projected covariant derivative, and Z a complex scalar field. The
above set of operatorsmixes under renormalization, but is closed at all orders in perturba-





L of sl(2). We shall be interested in highest weight state with minimal
anomalous dimension 
L;N
(g). At weak-coupling, we can expand

L;N









Wrapping corrections starts at order g2L+2. The most advanced explicit results for the
full (asymptotic plus wrapping) anomalous dimensions are at five loops for L = 2 [23]
and at six loops for L = 3 [24]. These results are in full agreement with BFKL as well as
reciprocity [25] predictions.
2.2 Efficient generation of Y 
a;0
The quantity Y 
a;0
is the product of the dispersion factor, the fused scalar factor, and the
T
-matrix factor, all evaluated in mirror dynamics. We report here efficient formulas to
compute these quantities for sl(2) twist-operators.
Dispersion
























































































































Fusion of scalar factors
























2.3 Leading wrapping correction for twist-2 operators




























































































2.3.1 A sample calculation, N = 2 the Konishi operator
As a warm-up, let us review the case of the Konishi operator which has L = 2, N = 2 and














































































































in agreement with Eq. (2.25).
2.3.2 Another example, N = 4
The same calculation can be repeated for the state with N = 4. We provide some unpub-






































































































































+ 50a + 12)
4
P (a);








































































again in agreement with Eq. (2.25).
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2.3.3 General N
In a similar way, one can easily to compute 
(4);wrapping
2;4
for any fixed N . Higher twist
states are also similar and in all cases there is agreement with the known explicit results.
Notice however that the proof of the exact closed-form dependence on N , as in Eq. (2.25),
requires an educated guess. This is available in the sl(2) sector N = 4 SYM, but does not
appear to be generalizable to larger sectors or models, at least in any trivial way.
3. Y-system and  deformation of N = 4 SYM
A deformation of N = 4 SYM which apparently does not spoil integrability in the pla-
nar limit is the so-called -deformed SYM theory, which has N = 1 instead of N = 4
supersymmetry. In fact, this theory is a special case of a more general three-parameter
deformation. The -deformation consists in replacing the original superpotential for the
chiral superfields by
W = ih tr(e
i
 Z   e
 i
Z ): (3.1)
The deformed theory remains superconformal in the planar limit to all orders of perturba-
tion theory [26, 27] if  is real and hh = g2
YM
, where  = g2
YM
N . The -deformed theory
is believed to have a string dual, and integrability properties have been found on both
sides of the duality [28, 29] (some important results in this field have been obtained quite
recently). In particular, computations of wrapping corrections have been done with the
use of integrability [30, 31, 32, 15, 33, 34], reproducing the direct perturbative calculations
obtained earlier in [35] (see also the review [36]).
The first application of the Y -system approach to -deformed N = 4 SYM has been
presented in [15]. In that paper it was argued that the deformed theory is described by
the same Y-system as the undeformed one, though the asymptotic large L solution should
be modified and acquires dependence on . Here we will use the expressions for this
asymptotic solution in sl(2) grading, which are given in the Appendix of [15] and can be

























































The expression for the TL
a;1




. The left wing is








The functional (3.2) leads to T
a;1
functions whose dependence on  does not increase in
























where the scalar factor  is the same as in the undeformed theory (see (2.15)). The energy
of a state is also given by the same formula (2.8).
3.1 Deformed Konishi operator
As we saw above, to compute Y 
a;0
for deformed twist operators 6 we must take into ac-


















For the simplest case of the deformed Konishi which has L = 2 and spin N = 2, the
explicit result for the relevant Y
a;0





























































































Thus their coupling is doubled compared to our convention g
[16℄ = 2g. Thus, the result










is perfectly matched by our calculation.
3.2 Wrapping correction for deformed twist-2 operators at higher values of N



























6Let us remark that in the sl(2) sector, the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz anomalous dimensions are indepen-
dent on the twist which enters at the level of the wrapping corrections, see for instance [16].
7It can be checked that this agrees with the sum of the integrals. So, as usual, the other poles cancel out in
the sum.
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This is slightly non trivial since it implies that all the extra non-fixed poles do not con-
tribute to the sum. Now, why is the result rational forN = 2 ? The reason is that the finite
























































































































































































































Computing in this way the wrapping for many values of N we find (in the next page) the














































































































4. Y-system and twist operators in ABJM
Another interesting example where a class of twist operators can be found, quite similar





Figure 2: Graphical representation of the Y- and T-systems proposed in [12] for ABJM theory.
Circles in this 3D lattice correspond to Y-functions.
planar three-dimensional N = 6 super Chern-Simons theory [37]. In this section we will
compute wrapping corrections to anomalous dimensions of such operators in this theory.
The remarkable integrability properties in this duality have been discussed in many
papers, see for instance [38]. A Y-system in this context has been initially proposed in
[12]. This Y-system is defined by the diagram shown in Fig.2. That proposal is only valid
in a large subsector of the theory, and a modification has been proposed in [22, 45] which
makes it possible to describe the general case. We do not discuss here in detail the results
of [22, 45] since we will consider states in the sl(2) sector, for which the results of [12] do
apply without changes.
The all-loop Bethe equations for ABJM can be concisely and conveniently summa-





















The energies of magnons in the ABA are again expressed in terms of the Zhukowski
variable , but the coupling g in (2.5) is replaced by an effective coupling8 h() (see [39, 40,








We shall consider generalized twist operators in the sl(2) sector where we excite sym-









. An explicit description of
these states as single trace composite operators with length 2L can be found in [21]. As in
theN = 4 SYM case, the integer L can be identified with the twist of the operator.
8Here  denotes the ’t Hooft coupling
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For such states the Y-functions which correspond to two series of black nodes in Fig.2








. In this case the conjectured exact expression for the anoma-
















































To compute leading wrapping corrections we use the asymptotic large L solution of
the Y-system for ABJM theory, which was obtained in [12, 22]. For the sl(2) sector the
































































































































































































4.1 ABA for twist operators in ABJM










































9in the notation of [12]
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The only difference compared with N = 4 SYM is the extra minus sign. As in the N = 4












4.2 Four loop wrapping correction to twist-1 operators

























; k; j = 1; : : : ; N; (4.12)




















Q(u  i) = i (2N + 1)Q(u): (4.14)





































Higher order ABA predictions can be found in [20]. The leading wrapping correction











The Y-system formulas of [12] allows for the computation of 
(4); wrapping
1;N
The result is that












































































Although a closed formula was not found for r
N







+ : : : (4.19)
4.2.1 Six-loop wrapping correction to twist-2 operators




























; k; j = 1; : : : ; N: (4.20)
Now, the Baxter polynomial associated to the ground state, for even N , obeys the equiva-














Q(u  i) = i (2N + 2)uQ(u): (4.21)












































Higher order ABA predictions are also computed in [20] while the the leading wrapping
















































































































































































































































A closed formula is definitely unavailable (apart from the pieces  
4
) not to say its large
N expansion.
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5. Large spin expansion










Once the sum is identified with an explicit functionW
N
of the spinN , it is possible to take
physically interesting limits like large spin N ! 1 to test reciprocity or the analytical
continuation N !  1 to test BFKL predictions.
In general, such a summation is not available and we propose a novel method to
derive it. The idea is to obtain closed expressions for the above residues at fixed a, expand
them in the desired limit, and take finally the sum over a. Potential problems can arise
due to the exchange of the limits. Therefore, we test the method in the undeformed case
where a closed formula exists.
5.1 Undeformed theory
Let us define 
a


































































To inspect the structure of 
a;N





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Taking derivatives at u = i
2
, we can obtain 
1;N
as a function of the first three derivatives
of Q
4
at u = i
2
. These are known and can be expressed in terms of harmonic sums [18].





































































































































































The same construction can be repeated for a > 1. One finds that the Baxter equation
allows to reduce the calculation of 
a




5.1.1 Large N expansion













































where N = N eE . Remarkably, this is the same form of the large N expansion of Janik’s
formula. Hence, one is tempted to sum over a the separate terms in the above expansion.
This is workable because the coefficients 
n;m
a
turn out to be representable by rational
functions of a as soon as a is large enough. In the following equations we give their











































































































































































































































































































































































+   
(5.25)
The first line is in perfect agreement with Eq. (C.2) of [19]. The other contributions can
also be checked to agree with the large N expansion of Janik’s formula.
5.1.2 BFKL poles
One can immediately see that the exchange of the summation over a and the limitN !  1
(by analytical continuation) is not legitimate. The leading pole of 
a;N
as N !  1 is
 1=(N + 1)
4, while the leading pole of Janik’s formula is  1=(N + 1)7.










The separate terms are continued to a and the sum diverges. On the other hand, it is well
known that ( 1) =   1
12
.






























are rational functions of N with degrees increasing with a. A plot of these
coefficient functions is instructive and can be found in Fig. (3). One can check that at fixed
positive N , the functions f
(1;2;3)
a;N
tends rapidly to zero as a increases. Instead, around
N =  1=2, all of them decreases only as  1=a for large a. This means that the sum over
a diverges across the barrier N =  1=2. This is due to accumulation of the (complex)
finite N singularities of 
a;N
. They have all ReN = 1=2 and distribute in the imaginary
direction as a increases. For instance, we show these poles fNg in Fig. (4) for a = 12























Figure 3: The functions f
(1;2;3)
a;N
as functions of N with a = 2; : : : ; 12 (moving towards the N axis).
5.2 -deformed theory



































Figure 4: The functions f
(1;2;3)
a;N
as functions of N with a = 2; : : : ; 12 (moving towards the N axis).
Thus, the rational coefficients r
N










Again, we are interested in the large N limit of r
N
. Now, we could not derive a closed
formula for r
N
and therefore we resort to the previous procedure that we tested in the
undeformed case.





































































































































































































































































The same construction can be repeated for a > 1. One finds that the Baxter equation
allows to reduce the calculation of 
a





5.2.1 Large N expansion





































where N = N eE and 
2;0
a
= 0. The other coefficients 
n;m
a
can be represented by rational
functions of a as soon as a is large enough. In the following equations we give their

























































































































































































































































+    :
Unfortunately, the next termwhich is logN=N6 has a 
6;1
a
with divergent sum over a. This
is a signal of the fact that the expansion (5.31) is only asymptotic. This is similar to what











































. The third piece diverges. The reason is that I(a) is non

















and the convergent terms are correctly reproduced.
To check the accuracy of the asymptotic expansion, we report in Table (1) the compar-
ison with the actual values of r
N
up to N = 40.
5.2.2 Gribov-Lipatov Reciprocity
We can make a further (analytic) non trivial test of the expansion (5.43) by checking its




= N (N + 1); (5.47)
































Table 1: Actual values of r
N
compared with the asymptotic expansion (5.43).
For a generic series in logN and 1=N , one should obtain odd powers in 1=J . Reciprocity











































+    :
and the terms proportional to odd powers of 1=J cancel.
5.3 ABJM twist-1 operators
















where h is the effective coupling. We repeat the analysis along the lines of the previous
cases.








( u). Fixing its normaliza-
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5.3.1 Large N expansion





























































































(2a  1)(3a   4)

























=  8 log 2
log(2N)
N































+ : : : :
Again, the next term which is log(2N)=N5 has a 
5;1
a
with divergent sum over a. This is
a signal of the fact that the expansion (5.65) is only asymptotic. To check the accuracy of






















Table 2: Twist-1 in ABJM. Actual values of 
(4);wrapping
1;N
compared with its asymptotic expansion.
5.4 ABJM twist-2 operators

















where h is the effective coupling. We repeat the analysis along the lines of the previous
cases.








( u). Fixing its normaliza-








































































































































































































  7N   6
#
(5.68)
The first and second derivative of Q
4
at u = i=2 are all we need even for a > 1. They can





























5.4.1 Large N expansion

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  264a + 24):






































































































































+ : : : ;









= 0:915965594177219015054603514932 : : : : (5.82)
To check the accuracy of the asymptotic expansion, we report in Table (2) the comparison
with the actual values of 
(6);wrapping
2;N
up to N = 30.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered generalized twist operators in -deformedN = 4 SYM
and ABJM theory. We have computed in several cases the leading wrapping correction
at weak coupling from the Y-systems which had been conjectured for these theories (see
footnote 3). By exploiting the known one-loop Baxter function of the relevant states, we
have obtained systematic and accurate large spin expansions for the wrapping effects. In





















Table 3: Twist-2 in ABJM. Actual values of 
(6);wrapping
2;N
compared with its asymptotic expansion.
knowledge of the one-loop Baxter polynomial for the asymptotic Bethe roots. When this
information is available, the Baxter equation is effectively combined with the Y-system
technology to control the large spin limit. A remark that we would like to stress is that
the wrapping corrections are in a sense as simple as the asymptotic leading order energy,
at least from the point of view of our investigation. Moreover, the method that we have
illustrated does not require any guesswork to determine the analytical dependence of the
wrapping on the spin, something which is not available in general. The present work
gives a solid foundation to the technical assumption that wrapping corrections are sub-
leading for the considered operators and theories. An important non-trivial development
will be that of extending our results to the wrapping corrections to excitation over GKP,
in N = 4 SYM , or GKP-like strings.
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